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Introduction

This bibliography is intended to bring together in one source a wide range of materials addressing state and local forest practice regulation. Materials cited include state and federal agency documents, journal articles, books, and conference proceedings. The areas of regulation most strongly represented here are: history and development, structure and function, legal foundations and challenges, political processes and considerations, administration, public and private sector costs, and effectiveness. Materials narrowly focused on biological and engineering aspects of forest practices have not been included, with the exception of a few state documents directly tying such factors into their own forest practice regulation programs.

Other documents useful for research in state forest practice regulation, though not specifically listed here, include annual state agency and program reports and state forestry department newsletters (e.g., the Oregon Department of Forestry's "Forest Log"). Such sources often provide excellent information and statistics on forest practice regulation program operations and evolution.

Since most publications touch on a number of distinct forest practice regulation topics and issues, no attempt has been made to divide this bibliography into separate subject areas. Rather, it is hoped that document titles will be sufficiently indicative of their contents.
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